BMD-001, a nanoparticle containing miR-485-3p antisense oligonucleotide,
blocks Alzheimer’s disease progression
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INTRODUCTION
Alzheimer’s disease (AD) is a form of dementia characterized by progressive memory decline and cognitive

RESULTS
Figure 3. BBB penetration & Biodistribution of BMD-001 (IV injection)

dysfunction, which affects more than 44 million people worldwide. Currently, there is no effective therapy for AD

Figure 6. In vivo efficacy of BMD-001 on reducing Ab plaque and improving
cognitive function of 5XFAD mice after weekly, 4 times, IV injection

despite its increasing global incidence; thus, effective treatment strategies for AD are urgently needed.

METHODS
In a previous report(1), we confirmed that expression of miR-485-3p was increased in the brain tissues, CSF, and
plasma exosomes of AD patients than in healthy controls. In addition, the therapeutic potential of downregulation
of miR-485-3p was also shown in 5XFAD AD model mice. Based on this target validation, we developed a
nanoparticle containing antisense oligonucleotide (ASO) targeting miR-485-3p, named BMD-001, which has a
high CNS-targeting ability to cross the blood-brain barrier (BBB). BMD-001 was administered into 24-month-old
female 3xTg-AD mice and into 8- or 13-month-old 5XFAD mice by intravenous (IV) injection. Behavioral tests
and brain pathology analysis were performed to investigate in vivo efficacy of BMD-001 in AD model mice.

RESULTS
Figure 1. Innovative Biorchestra drug delivery system (BDDSTM)

Figure 4. Inhibition of target microRNA and induction of PGC-1a expression
observed across the CNS of mice following IV injection of BMD-001

CONCLUSION
Collectively, our findings suggest that BMD-001 is delivered to the brain through the efficient BBB
penetration. Furthermore, BMD-001 can be a promising candidate for treatment of AD pathology and
cognitive decline, establishing a new paradigm in the AD field.
• The level of miR-485-3p is overexpressed in Alzheimer’s disease patients.
• BMD-001 crosses the blood-brain barrier (BBB) and is delivered to deep brain tissues by IV injection.
• BMD-001 efficiently reduces target microRNA, tau and Aβ pathology and neuroinflammation.
Figure 5. In vivo efficacy of BMD-001 on reducing pathologically truncated tau in • BMD-001 restores cognitive functions of AD model mice.

Figure 2. The structure of BMD-001 and its knockdown efficiency of target
microRNA across the human-derived neuronal cells and microglia
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